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Abstract
As society become more digitalized, new possibilities of combining data arise. This study describes the attempt to couple information on digital
expenditures obtainable from bank accounts with LCA-like data to calculate personalized and consumer-specific environmental footprints of
consumption patterns. In Denmark, most purchases are performed using credit cards, and this information is available from consumers’ bank
accounts. These data were matched with the categories of the Multi-Regional Input-Output database EXIOBASE via different conversion tables
for Danish and European industrial classifications (DB07, NACE1-2) with an automated procedure. This matching allows then to calculate the
carbon footprint of the specific consumer. In principle, this information could be used to raise awareness on consumption-related impacts and
trigger behavioral change. However, several challenges exist to reach this goal, such as data aggregation, privacy, and communication issues.
This article describes a first experimental attempt to match digital expenditures with Input-Output data and touches on the challenges ahead.
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1.Introduction
Together with technological advancements, a deeper
environmental awareness and behavioural change are urgently
needed to disrupt the world’s current unsustainable production
and consumption patterns [1]. While consumers are generally
aware that low-tech behavioural changes like shifting to carfree commuting or reducing meat consumption can bring
substantial environmental benefits, especially when adopted by
large groups [2], they are mostly unaware of what and how
large the environmental effects of their personal consumption
pattern are. In principle, empowering consumers with this kind
of information feedback, i.e. detailed and personalized
knowledge about their environmental impact, should allow
them to revise their everyday consumption by changing the type
and reducing the amount of products purchased [3].

The information feedback has been mostly studied in the
context of household energy consumption where its effects are
well-known [4]. Several studies observed behavioral change [5]
in terms of energy savings achievable with smart-meters [4].
Since households are unaware of their domestic energy use,
providing them a feedback that makes energy consumption
visible allows reducing it. This feedback is achievable directly
via raw information provided by an energy meter with display
or indirectly via pre-processed information e.g. a monetary
energy bill. The frequency, duration, and level of understanding
of the feedback all contribute to its effectiveness, which is up
to 20% energy saved [4]. This information feedback can be
provided for other types of consumption than energy, for
example several tools are available to calculate the
environmental impact of an individual’s consumption pattern
(type of diet, travel habits, house, and products purchased)
measured as carbon footprint (c.f. WWF [6], US EPA [7], and
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others [6–9]). These calculators are usually accessible via
websites where by prompting personal details about his/her
consumption pattern the user obtains a carbon footprint
estimated via fixed coefficients. The process is time consuming
and could be automatized by using information on the
consumer’s digital payments, i.e. payments made using
electronic devices and channels.
Digital payments are extremely common in Scandinavia and
in the Nordic countries where consumers are acquainted with
cash-free purchases in both physical shops and web-shops, as
confirmed by a recent study of the Danish National Bank [10].
According to another Danish study 40% of payments under 100
Danish Krone (approx. 13.44 euro) are made with credit card,
and almost 70% of larger payments [11]. The Central European
Bank reports that in Denmark 81,3 % of all digital payments
were card payments in 2016, the highest value in Europe [12],
and that this value has been increasing over time. Today, new
online banking features allow Danish consumers to generate
reports where their digital payments are classified into different
categories such as “energy”, “groceries”, “transport”, etc. This
feature builds upon a pre-existing national registry of all
companies operating in e.g. Denmark, that are categorized into
so-called branches. The Danish Branch Code 2007 (DB07) is in
fact a statistical classification of all economic activities, and is
the Danish version of the European Classification NACE Rev.
2. Interestingly, the NACE classification is also what new
Multi-Regional Input-Output databases (MRIO) are built on,
such as EXIOBASE [13]. MRIO databases allow quantifying
the impact of nearly all economic activities in a life cycle
perspective, i.e. taking into account the contributions from all
other activities, with high completeness [14–16]. Previous
research shows that MRIO databases can be effectively
integrated into carbon calculators [17,18].
Summing up, the digitalization of consumer expenditures
via electronic payment (e.g. credit cards) allows for new
possibilities of delivering an information feedback to
consumers. In principle, it is now possible to match digital
information on which goods are purchased with information on
the environmental impact of the respective production
activities. This information could be used to raise awareness on
consumption-related impacts and trigger behavioral change.
However, several challenges exist to reach this goal: it is
unclear how well the data matching can be achieved, how and
in which format the information should be delivered to
consumers, and how large the effect of the feedback would be.
Besides calculation and communication issues, data
aggregation and privacy issues may constitute a challenge.
In this context, the objective of this study is to present the
results of an experimental attempt to match digital expenditures
and input-output data, and to address the challenges in
upscaling this process.

*

https://github.com/seatgeek/fuzzywuzzy



https://docs.python.org/2/library/difflib.html

2.Methods
In this study, electronic payment data were matched to
EXIOBASE via NACE using an automatized procedure
implemented in the Python programming language. By
matching payments with the input-output database, it is in
principle possible to calculate what the environmental impact
of these expenditures is, e.g. in terms of carbon footprint, and
to approximate the environmental burden of the consumer. This
is possible because EXIOBASE is a so-called EnvironmentallyExtended database, where the e.g. carbon emissions associated
with each industrial sector are reported.
The study is a proof of concept to illustrate the suggested
approach. One year of expenses drawn from a Danish bank
account statement have been used as test sample. Entries in the
list are in the format date,text. For example: 2016-07-28,DKNOTA30373 FØTEX FREDERIKS AL. In this specific case the
text DK-NOTA indicates that the payment was done via credit
card. The first step was to format the entries in the list of
expenditures. Special characters were removed and the text was
converted to lower case. Extra white spaces were stripped and
recurrent non-significant characters removed. This allowed to
isolate the names of the creditors from any undesired “noise”.
Fuzzy string comparison was then used to match the entries in
the list of expenditures with the more than 500 thousand Danish
companies in the register, to find the industrial code (DB07) of
the creditor. Fuzzy string comparison is a technique that allows
to match, with a returned level of confidence, two strings of
characters that are not strictly similar, based on the calculation
of the editing distance between the two strings.

Figure 1 Connecting the consumer's expenses to EXIOBASE categories.

Two Python’s fuzzy string comparison libraries are tested:
fuzzywuzzy * and difflib † , both with a cut-off ratio of 80% (a
match between two strings is here deemed valid when less than
20% of the characters of one string need to be edited to equal
the other). The expenses and their Danish industrial
classification codes are then linked to their NACE 1 code
counterpart. Finally, a correspondence map between NACE 1
codes and EXIOBASE categories ‡ is used to connect the
expenses and their amounts to the EXIOBASE categories. All
of the matched expenses are linked to at least an EXIOBASE
category. It should be noted that while DB07 refers to NACE
Rev. 2., EXIOBASE refers to NACE Rev. 1. In other words,
the two databases refer to two different versions of the same
classification. Since there isn't a direct connection between



The correspondence map links the yet unpublished EXIOBASE v3
categories with NACE Rev 1 classification and is an internal
working version kindly provided by Jannick Schmidt [24].
EXIOBASE v3 categories are almost identical to v2 categories. 
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DB07 and EXIOBASE, these two databases were linked using
the conversion key between NACE Rev. 1. and Rev- 2.. The
sequence is summarized in Figure 1.
3.Results
The selected set of expenses encompasses over 500
transactions with 195 different recipients, distributed as per
Figure 2 . The high number of payments to domestic creditors
and the limited use of cash withdrawals leads to believe that we
capture most of the expenditures.
The fuzzywuzzy library performs better with almost 32% of
the domestic expenses matched in the company register
(against 22% for difflib). However, we were not able to match
68% of the domestic expenses. These include 1) expenses that
can actually be matched with a Danish company, but the
company name differs in the register and in the expense list,
e.g. for local shop part of a chain of stores; 2) expenses that
can’t be matched with any Danish company, e.g. expenses done
abroad, transfers between bank accounts, or positive intake like
e.g. salary or refunds.
The correspondence between the Danish company register
and the EXIOBASE categories via the Danish/European
industrial classification codes was rather good as 91% of the
entries connect to a category. However, a challenging 41% of
the companies in the register connect to more than one category
in EXIOBASE as some companies inherit from more than one
industrial code. On average, the companies that connect to
more than one EXIOBASE category can be linked to 2,65
categories. Moreover, 132 of the 148 (89%) EXIOBASE
categories link to at least one company in the Danish register.

in upscaling this process to generate an information feedback
about the environmental impact of a consumer’s expenditures.
The main problem is that not all expenses were matched
with a registered company. As mentioned earlier, web banking
services are currently able to categorize almost all expenses and
create reports for the bank account owner. This means that the
providers of this service have access to better data than we
have, and that in theory the matching can be substantially
improved by collaborating with banking institution and the
Danish Central Business Register.
A practical problem of the input-output data is that we fail
to obtain a complete match between the DB07 categories and
the EXIOBASE categories. This means that a digital expense
can be classified according to several different EXIOBASE
categories. In order to calculate the carbon footprint of these
expenditures, either a selection of the most relevant category or
a sort of allocation between the EXIOBASE categories would
be necessary, if the procedure has to be automatized. In both
cases, it is unclear whether this would result in an increased
accuracy or increased uncertainty.
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Figure 3 Frequency distribution of EXIOBASE categories in regards to
matched consumer’s expenses
Figure 2 Distribution of bank transactions between withdrawals, payment to
creditors based abroad and domestic creditors.

The distribution between the EXIOBASE categories that
match with the expenses is reported in Figure 3. The categories
i55 (“hotels and restaurants”) and i52 (“retails and shops”)
represent more than half of the matched expenses. They are
followed by i51 (“wholesale trade”), i80 (“education”) and i70
(“lodging”, “real estate activities”).
4.Discussion
The study is a proof of concept, and for this reason only data
from a single bank account were used in the experimental
analysis, even though this clearly limits the general validity of
the results. Nevertheless, this experiment allows for several
learning opportunities. It also highlights some of the challenges

It is worth reflecting on the general applicability of this
approach. Together with Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland,
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom are countries where
cashless payments are very common[10]. It was beyond the
scope of this study to investigate whether these countries
possess a national register of companies linked to NACE, like
the DB07 in Denmark, but is clearly a limiting factor for
implementing the approach. Beyond Europe, Canada and
Australia are also countries with substantial use of digital
payments, but it is unlikely that their national register of
companies, if available, would be linked to NACE, and other
conversion keys may be necessary to match the digital
expenditures with EXIOBASE. As a rule of thumb, and
considering economies of scale, we estimate that this approach
is worth implementing if the percentage of cashless payments
on total payments exceeds 50%.
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A drawback of digital payments is that some information
may be too aggregated to be used as feedback. For example,
only the total amount of money spent at the supermarket is
reported, not the amount spent on single groceries. This may
impede consumers to observe the effect of very specific
changes, e.g. buying less meat. This means that the information
feedback may be too coarse to be insightful. The information
on expenditures can be disaggregated either by consumers
directly via questionnaires, or via information from statistical
agencies on the average share of budget spent by consumers on
different goods.
Previous research shows that the efficacy of the feedback is
reduced if the information provided to consumers is
inaccessible, complex, or ill-timed [19]. The feedback may be
more informative for some categories of products than others,
e.g. consumables rather than durable goods [20]. It is also
unclear what privacy issues may arise when making use of
digital payment data from banking institutions. Moreover, the
level of understanding of the different indicators need to be
assessed and the mechanism beyond the behavioral change
unveiled [21]. This should be investigated ideally using
qualitative and semi-quantitative research methods of the social
sciences, such as the involvement of consumers via focus
groups, interviews, and questionnaires, and building on the
theoretical framework and methods of behavioral science and
environmental psychology.
Differently from energy meters, consumers may have
difficulties in understanding and trusting the indirect feedback
provided by aggregated indicators of environmental impact
(e.g. carbon footprint measured in Carbon Dioxide
equivalents), as this information is highly pre-processed. There
is the need to investigate, by asking consumers directly, to what
extent different indicators are understandable, meaningful, and
informative in order to revise their consumption pattern. In
particular, the focus should be on the assessment of the
communication efficiency of different indicators (e.g. physical
versus monetary), levels of aggregation of the indicators (single
score versus multiple dimensions), and of the data.
The topic of how information on environmental impacts
affects consumer behavior has been much debated in the vast
literature on environmental labelling: studies on carbon
labelling show that it may [21,22] or not [20,23] have an effect
on consumption. However, research is needed to investigate
and unveil the drivers beyond consumers’ behavioral change
for the specific case of the information feedback from digital
payments. What triggers behavioral change in this context? Is
information sufficient or other incentive-based mechanisms
(e.g. gamification, social feedback between similar users, selfcommitment) are needed? What role plays timing in the
provision of feedback? Do privacy issues play any role?
Answering this questions is a necessary step before large-scale
implementation of any feedback mechanism based on complex
impact indicators.

input-output data. Moreover, the study addressed the
challenges in upscaling this process.
The study contributes in the direction of development of
technical solutions to use Environmentally Extended InputOutput data in context and of effective disaggregation
strategies. These solutions are of great interest for industrial
ecologists and LCA practitioners on a broader perspective, as
they can find general application in product environmental
footprint assessment. Beyond these communities, the
information of perception of complex indicators and
behavioural change have scientific and policy relevance for e.g.
the development of effective environmental labelling schemes.
The experimental work described in this study has the
potential to be further developed into large scale applications
of information feedback, e.g. in collaboration with developers
of web and mobile apps, and banks in the Nordic countries or
the EU, and has therefore high upscaling potential. At a societal
level, this could bring increased levels of environmental
knowledge and awareness, and lead to environmental impacts
reduction.
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